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Introduction
On what appeared to be a normal day off the Pacific coast of California, Scott Thomas was relaxing on
his boat and enjoying a peaceful day of leisure. His wife had just gone below to grab two beers when he
noticed a strange fog approaching. He stood up, and for a moment, the fog enveloped him. The cloud
passed, and when his wife returns, she saw that Scott seemed to be covered with glitter. The couple
thought nothing of the phenomenon until  the impossible began to happen: Thomas began to shrink; he
had been transformed into The Incredible Shrinking Man.[1]
Released in 1957 as public concern over radioactive fallout from nuclear-weapons tests was rising, The
Incredible Shrinking Man uses the device of a radioactive cloud from a nuclear weapons test as a plot
twist to miniaturize an actor to the point where he has to fight with cats and spiders. He shrinks out of
his job, out of his marriage, out of his life. His exposure to radiation has a devolutionary impact on him;
he fights a progressively smaller and smaller set of adversaries, until  finally he becomes microbial. At no
point do we see any form of destruction or horror; the only monster is the silent cloud of fallout. After
Thomas innocently notices it in the opening scene of the movie, it slowly and inexorably dehumanizes
and erases him.
The monster postulated in this movie was a real monster; its clouds blew across this country even as the
movie was in theaters. Moviegoers could consider the notion that the fog in the air when they left the
showing of The Incredible Shrinking Man might just be that real, live monster.
Radiation embodies some of the most paradoxical iconography of the early Cold War.[2] Its abstract
nature (invisible, odorless, tasteless), when combined with its true dangers (genetic mutation, cancers,
death), allows it to evoke impossible worlds emerging from the ordinary one. Able to kill silently and
invisibly at a distance and, by the late 1950s, widely reputed to be present in mother's milk and human
bones, radiation represented a threatening technological world that seemed to exist beyond reach of the
senses.[3]
Radiation was a tool-in-trade for television, radio, movies, novels, and short stories as the strange force
that authenticated any departure from normal space and time. It was the magic bullet of science-fiction
plots: passing a clicking Geiger counter across a scene was as good as waving a magic wand; be it
giant bugs or bug-eyed aliens living in a vast underground city, the clicking made any plot twist
believable. Radiation came to symbolize a break in the normal structure of everyday reality; it was a
narrative marker to indicate that a boundary had been crossed and that from this moment on, anything
was possible.
Radiation was often used in popular culture to signify that the future had arrived. But the envisioned
future was, as likely as not, a dystopia where insects are our ultimate competitors and the scale of our
own human violence is measured in biblical terms. In the plot structure of science-fiction movies,
radiation is detected the instant before matters go awry. Not unlike the maxim about a gun seen on
stage during a play— that it must go off by the third act—the clicking of a Geiger counter in a 1950s
science-fiction film was a sign that something technological was about to go terribly wrong and that
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objects and events that might otherwise seem physically impossible (like invisible creatures that suck
the brains out of unsuspecting humans) are almost certain to happen.
Radiation was the device employed in science-fiction plots to lend verisimilitude to the emergence of
monsters, both prehistoric ones and the products of genetic mutation, and weapons testing was cited
more frequently than nuclear war as the specific cause of the emergence of these monsters. The
Nevada desert, the continental site of United States nuclear weapons testing, became a symbolic
landscape that granted access to our world to alien beings and forces. The evil contained in the human
psyche could also draw on radiation to gain unnatural power in order to threaten masses of humanity
and social stability.[4] By the late 1950s, nuclear radiation had acquired a cultural iconography to be
commonly used to legitimize departures from the bounds of reality in popular-culture texts.
Central to the history of nuclear popular culture is the history of nuclear- weapons testing. “The
accidental awakening of the super-destructive monster, who has slept in the earth since prehistory, is,
often, an obvious metaphor for the Bomb,” wrote Susan Sontag in the early sixties, but beyond this
destruction, she also cited the additional importance of radiation and weapons testing: “Radiation
casualties—ultimately, the conception of the whole world as a casualty of nuclear testing and nuclear
warfare—is the most ominous of all the notions with which science fiction films deal.”[5]
From the Bikini tests in 1946 through the entire atmospheric-testing era (ending in 1963), nuclear
weapons testing had a profound and multifaceted effect on American society and culture. In 1951, the
Nevada Test Site (NTS) was established about 75 miles northwest of Las Vegas, and by the following
year, Americans could watch tests on television beamed into their homes. These broadcasts helped to
establish a visual geography of the test site, which eventually became the backdrop for countless
science-fiction films.
During this period, the United States tested hundreds of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, both in
Nevada and in the Pacific Ocean at the Pacific Proving Ground (PPG). As a rule, less powerful (smaller-
fission) weapons were tested in Nevada, while the stronger (larger-fusion) bombs were detonated at the
PPG. The Pacific weapons had the most immediate and vivid effects on the health of human
populations that found themselves downwind. In particular, it was the 1954 Bravo shot, with its immense
fallout impact, that indicated that the world was quickly becoming highly radioactive and that people did
not need to be aware of the fact of a nuclear explosion to end up as a fallout casualty.
This article will examine the iconography of radiation in popular culture in the United States during the
atmospheric testing period. I argue that during this time, radiation functioned as a cultural talisman for
the suspension of previously fixed laws of nature and society. It became an emblem of the dislocation of
the imagined future of human society with its fixed past. Radiation became a signifier of the rupture in
narratives of the continuity of human history that many imagined nuclear weapons to mark. Additionally,
I will examine how this iconography emerged out of, and was embedded in, nuclear weapon testing. The
effects of nuclear weapon detonations are typically described as blast, heat and radiation. I argue that a
fourth and elemental effect rarely understood was the effect of narrative discontinuity.
Bravo: Putting Fallout On the Map
Nuclear radiation was one of the most potent icons of the atomic age. At first an abstraction associated
with the horrors of a nuclear war, during the atmospheric testing era (1945-1963) radiation became a
very real part of the lives of Americans, carried into their homes and minds by wind and rain in the form
of radioactive fallout from nuclear weapon testing. As nuclear weapon testing increased in the 1950s,
and as thermonuclear weapons began to be tested, higher and higher levels of fallout reached deeper
and deeper into the lives, and bodies of Americans, and of people all around the world.
Fallout was not discussed in detail in the early rush of articles and books about nuclear weapons after
1945: it forced its way into public consciousness through a series of events which devastated the health
of those involved. On November 1, 1952, the first United States test of a thermonuclear weapon, or H-
bomb (the "Mike" shot of Operation Ivy, exploding approximately 10 megatons) was carried out on
Elugelab Island, in the Pacific Ocean. Elugelab, a tiny island that was part of Eniwetok Atoll, was totally
destroyed when the explosion created a crater about one mile in diameter and 175 feet deep at its
deepest point. The Mike shot had required several buildings to house the cryogenics necessary to cool
the thermonuclear fuel to a stable point, weighing a total of 200,000 pounds.[6] The Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) was successful at keeping information about the scale of the test secret from the
press and public.
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Two years later, the first shot of the Castle series (1954), the Bravo shot located on Bikini Atoll, tested a
cryogenics-less (dry) weapon that weighed only 2,000 pounds and was deliverable from an airplane.
The Bravo shot would prove to be so immense that it was impossible to contain information about its
destructive power. Whereas the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) had been able to limit knowledge of
the fact that the Mike shot was a test of a hydrogen weapon, the thermonuclear nature of the Bravo shot
was apparent to the whole world.[7] Bravo yielded an explosive force of 15 megatons of TNT, a force
one thousand times more powerful than existing fission weapons and at least twice as powerful as the
weapon's designers had predicted.[8]
Beyond the immense yield of the blast of Bravo, it immediately became apparent that this detonation
had produced incredible amounts of radioactive fallout. The US military Joint Task Force 7 (which
conducted the tests) saw itself compelled to raise the “permissible” level of exposure for its personnel
simply because the participants could not avoid receiving the higher dose.[9] Since staging grounds on
nearby islands had to be abandoned because of high radiation levels, all operations had to be
conducted solely from ships, impeding proper procedures. The ships were overcrowded from taking on
Task Force personnel who had been evacuated from the atolls.[10] Radiation levels on atolls to the east
of Bikini reached such alarming levels that the Task Force evacuated their 264 residents.[11] Many of
the islanders (who had been about 100 miles from Bravo's epicenter) suffered radiation sickness, with
such effects as loss of hair and low white blood cell counts, hemorrhages, and skin lesions.[12] The
New York Times carried its first article about the exposure of the 264 on March 12, 1954.[13]
Two days later the Japanese tuna trawler known as the Fukuryu Maru (Lucky Dragon) pulled into its slip
in the Japanese port town of Yaizu. On March 1, the day of the test the ship had been at anchor over 90
miles east of ground zero (and was well outside the 50-mile exclusion zone set up by the Joint Task
Force) yet it had been exposed to very heavy amounts of fallout from the test. All 23 members of the
crew were ill and one later died from radiation exposure.[14]
The Bravo test, with its terrible toll on human health and life, marked the end of the successful
containment of the issue of radioactive fallout that the United States government had been able to
maintain for the first nine years of the atomic age. Throughout its coverage of the Bravo incident in the
spring of 1954 the New York Times still put the word “fall-out” in quotations. Prior to the Bravo test,
fallout, when mentioned in the press, was generally referred to as “residual” or “lingering” radiation.
The first article to mention radioactive fallout inside the United States was a report of downwind fallout
from the Trinity test in New Mexico in 1945. Newsweek magazine ran a short piece on November 12,
1945 reporting that, “mysterious radioactivity was affecting photographic film at an Eastman Kodak
plant.” The article explained that the film had been affected by “radioactive strawboard” used to make
shipping boxes. The boxes used “straw cut in Illinois on Aug.6, just 21 days after the explosion of the
first atomic bomb in New Mexico” (no mention is made of the fact that this was also the day Hiroshima
was bombed). The article explains that “radioactive residues” had “fallen” on the field of straw.[15]
The American public encountered the idea of dangerous levels of radioactive fallout after the Bikini tests
in 1946. David Bradley’s influential 1948 record of the Operation Crossroads, No Place to Hide, was
essentially a book about fallout. “What happened at Crossroads was the clearest measure yet of the
menace of atomic energy. Less spectacular perhaps than Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the Bikini tests give
a far clearer warning of the lingering and insidious nature of the radioactive agent that makes it such an
ideal weapon for use on civil populations.”[16] This perspective echoed more official pronouncements:
Admiral William Blandy, the head of the Joint Task Force that conducted the tests was quoted in Time
two weeks after testing had concluded with the single phrase, “It’s a poison weapon.” A picture below
the quote showed sailors trying to scrub radioactivity off of an Operations Crossroads ship, which
remained contaminated, “Like the blood on Bluebeard’s key.”[17]
Bradley described a medical decision he was confronted with as a physician and radiological monitor for
Operation Crossroads. A sailor in his late teens was sent to see Dr. Bradley because he had been cut
by a piece of radioactive cable. “The sailor told us the name of the ship; it was one of the beached
vessels and was moderately contaminated on deck. ‘We was trying to get her clear for the trip to Kwaj. I
was heaving in on one of the cables when it broke and tore my hand. Don't seem too bad, but one of the
Geiger men was there and he sent me right over here.’” Bradley explained to the sailor that, “in
laboratories and plants where people are working with purified plutonium there is a policy which requires
immediate high amputation for anyone in a similar situation.” The sailor solemnly nodded, “you’re the
doctor.” This harrowing incident painted a grim picture of “lingering” radiation as capable of
contaminating a person long after a nuclear explosion, and made clear that the contamination was
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dangerous enough to require removing a limb to stave off the possibility of a more severe fate.[18]
Radioactive contamination claimed more than ships at Bikini and limbs from servicemen. Time reported
in 1947 that “At one university, two entire buildings have been so radioactivated that they can no longer
be used for atomic work; at another center, a researcher in one afternoon infected a laboratory so badly
that the walls had to be taken down and replaced.”[19] Radiation seemed infectious, insidious, and
persistent.
In the frenzy following the first Soviet nuclear weapon test in late 1949, military speculation the possible
use of radiological poisons as a weapon separate from the use of actual nuclear weapons began to find
expression in the popular press. “An invisible dust of radioactive ‘death sand’ could spread over cities of
the earth and kill their populations by radioactivity without the noisy warning of an atomic bomb,”
declared the Science News Letter. Leaving nothing to the imagination, the article explained that “Very
fine sand would be coated with these radioactive poisons and spread very thinly over the area where it
is desired to wipe out life.” That same week Time reported that, “Less than a ton of death sand, evenly
distributed, would make Manhattan a deathtrap.”[20]
Such speculation was fairly rare before 1954, but the Bravo test put fallout on the map: in the years
immediately after the test thousands of articles a year would appear with the word “fallout” in the title.
The test itself was a source of mysterious and powerful stories. “Whether the public should be told the
truth about the devastating fall-out from the H-bomb explosions is the subject of a bitter behind-scenes
argument between the AEC and the Civil Defense Administration,” cautioned “The Inside Story” in
Newsweek on November 8, 1954, “One estimate now is that the H-bomb tested last March at Eniwetok
rendered uninhabitable an elliptical area of 4,000 square miles—nearly the size of Connecticut—
downwind from the blast.”[21]
The scale of the Bravo fallout was told in personal terms in the Saturday Evening Post in July 1957. In a
story titled, “We Were Trapped by Radioactive Fallout,” by Dr. John C. Clark, the Commander of the
Firing Party for the Bravo test. Clark told how he and eight others in the control room for the Bravo test,
located in a sand covered bunker about a dozen miles away from ground zero, had to take shelter for
about twelve hours in a small room in the bunker when soon after the blast radiation readings in the
main room in the control bunker spiked to dangerously high levels.
Radiation levels outside of the bunker were substantially higher still so the men were unable to escape
since no ship or helicopter could come close (in fact they were all in the process of moving further back
because of the fallout). The men in the bunker determined the tiny communications room had the lowest
levels of radioactivity and they barricaded themselves in to wait for the radiation levels to fall sufficiently
to execute a rescue. “We were not exactly a happy bunch as we sat around in that small back room. We
had been forced to turn off the air conditioner because it brought in fallout particles from outside. The
entire building soon got hot and sticky.” A little over an hour later, “our generator began failing and the
lights gradually went out, leaving us in darkness.” This was around 8:00 in the morning—help finally
arrived at 5:30 in the afternoon. The men came out of the communications room to determine if the
radiation levels outside had made it safe enough to dash to a rescue helicopter. Clark added the ghostly
detail that when they came out, and then ran to the rescue helicopters, “To keep the ‘hot’ dust off of our
bodies, we wrapped ourselves completely in bed sheets, cutting holes only for our eyes.” The next day,
writes Clark, they found out that the radiation levels just outside their bunker had been lethal.[22]
While many AEC-friendly articles dismissed the danger of fallout in the mid-fifties, there were countless
references to fallout as unspeakably dangerous. Fallout was referred to as, “the ultra-modern horror,
radioactive smog,” and as “fantastically poisonous radioactivity.”[23] The story of how fallout was
impacting the people who lived downwind from the Nevada Test Site was broken open by journalist Paul
Jacobs in his seminal article, “Clouds from Nevada,” published in The Reporter in May 1957. Jacobs’
article told of cancers and other deadly health problems becoming endemic among the down-winders.
He told of seven-year old Martin Bardolini dying of leukemia as a result of exposure to fallout, of people
who had lost their hair, and of the residents of St. George, Utah, who had been “continuously exposed
for sixteen days to atmospheric contamination.” He wrote about massive die-offs of sheep and cattle
after fallout clouds from nuclear tests had passed over their grazing lands, and of “bead-like particles” of
fallout raining down on local ranches.[24]
By the mid-fifties, “residual” and “lingering” radiation had given way to almost universal use of the word
“fallout.” Maps were printed in magazines and newspapers showing the paths of fallout clouds from tests
in Nevada over the continental United States. The Bravo test had opened the eyes of Americans about
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the dangers of nuclear testing, and how radioactive their world was becoming—what they would see
with these new eyes would very much surprise them.
Behind the Radioactive Curtain: Monsters and Aliens
Surrounded by army troops aiming flamethrowers into the burning egg chamber where the last of the
terrifying giant ants lay dying, the heroes of the 1954 movie Them! considered the origin of the mutants:
"If those monsters got started as a result of the first atomic bomb test in 1945, what about all of the
others that have been exploded since then?"[25] This question, expressing Americans’ anxiety about
atomic testing during the mid-1950s, was to be answered in abundance by Hollywood filmmakers.[26]
Between 1945 and 1965, over five hundred science-fiction films, many depicting such threats as the
giant ants in Them! were released to the theatergoing public.[27] On film, the atomic age was filled with
regenerate monsters and invading aliens. In these movies, radiation functioned as a catalyzing element,
legitimizing the birth into our world of evil and destructive forces. Whether these threats materialized as
monsters generated or regenerated from beneath the ocean, the desert, or the polar icecaps, or as
invading aliens who sought to destroy the Earth, radiation functioned as their life-giving source: the
threat either was born out of radiation or was feeding off it. Atomic test sites, nuclear power plants, and
atomic labs were common science-fiction movie settings.
Atomic monsters of the 1950s, having passed through a baptism of radiation, possessed a license to
terrorize and were resistant to conventional military weapons. Two types of monsters were used in
movies to typify the threat: the first kind were the monsters portrayed in films like Godzilla, in which
dormant primordial threats were reawakened, often by the testing of an atomic bomb; the second set of
movies postulated the release of radiation from earlier atomic tests, which typically caused a genetic
mutation in nature and resulted in a monstrous and unnatural threat to the human race from some other
species; these latter are know as the “giant bug” movies. The first type of primordial monsters usually
targeted cities, while the giant bugs tended to stay close to atomic facilities. Both of these specific
examples, Godzilla and Them!, were released in 1954, following the publicity from the Bravo test and its
subsequent radioactive contamination of islanders, fisherman and servicemen.
Ishiro Honda made the classic film Gojira in Japan and released it in the fall of 1954.[28] The American
director Terrell O. Morse later shot separate footage of the American actor Raymond Burr, which was
spliced into an edited version of the Japanese original, and this version was released in the United
States in April  1956 as Godzilla! King of the Monsters.[29] An H-bomb test was the event that freed
Godzilla from the ocean floor. The first hint we get that something monstrous is afoot is when a
Japanese fishing boat bursts into flames on the high seas and sinks; the use of this image just after the
tragedy of the Fukuryu Maru occurred in Japan was, according to Honda, deliberate.[30] Godzilla, an
ancient dinosaur-like monster, emerges from the water and eventually trashes most of Tokyo. Godzilla
emits radioactive-fire breath, and so, as he stomps through Tokyo, he blazes a radioactive trail, burning
Japanese boats and torching its cities just as real bombs do. The scenes that depict Tokyo after the
destruction refer both to the nuclear devastation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the 1945 firebombing
of Tokyo and every other Japanese city with a population in excess of 50,000 people. The sudden
presence of this monster is legitimized by its birth in an atomic explosion; no further explanation is
necessary.
In The Beast from 20,000 Fathoms (1953), a dinosaur frozen under the North Pole is thawed out by an
atomic test, freeing it to swim along the coast to march on New York City. In It Came from Beneath the
Sea (1953), an octopus is made radioactive after an H-bomb test, grows to giant size, and attacks San
Francisco.[31] Each of these monsters is made to go through an atomic rebirth in order to regenerate
into this world and threaten its cities. Each of these monsters is able to accomplish this rebirth as the
result of weapons testing, not through the general destruction of a full-scale nuclear war. This plot
device highlights the growing fears of Americans (and Japanese) of radioactive contamination during
this period of intensive atmospheric testing—fears both connected to and separate from fears of an
actual nuclear attack.
The first and most successful of the giant-bug movies of the 1950s was Them![32] Released in June
1954, the movie hit theaters just after the newspapers were full of stories about radioactive fish from the
Bravo test and the sickness of the Fukuryu Maru crew and the Pacific islanders.[33] Them! is the story
of a giant ant colony that formed on the desert floor at the Trinity site as a result of the radiation
unleashed by that first atomic test. The giant ants, which Spencer Weart describes as “the size of
buses,” had to be destroyed at any cost; their very existence threatened all humankind.[34] It is
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interesting to note that though much of Them! takes place in New Mexico, the desert sets are filled with
Joshua trees, which do not grow in New Mexico but are native to the area of the Nevada Test Site.
The giant ants are not in themselves evil; it is merely that when normal ant behavior is enlarged on such
a monstrous scale, the change upsets the balance of nature, ultimately threatening human society. This
theme is true of almost all the giant–bug movies, such as Tarantula, The Deadly Mantis, and The Black
Scorpion.[35] Because of their radioactive birth, these monsters are inherently stronger and more
deadly than they were in their pre-mutant form, and this unnatural strength and size makes their normal
behavior unnaturally violent. In the sense that monsters like Godzilla represent a regeneration of
primordial forces of destruction, the giant ants of Them! represent the birth of a new and modern form of
monster: a future monster, one that represents a man-made shift in the natural balance.
Among the most powerful indictments of our own knowledge of atomic energy was the 1958 Canadian
movie, The Fiend Without a Face. In this film, the monsters that threaten human society are our own
brains. The threat originates in the mind of Professor Walgate, a scientist. Attempting to move objects
with his mind, when his equipment is struck by lightning, Walgate succeeds. This burst of energy allows
his thought to take on existence independent of his brain. This individuated thought begins to tap into
the permanent energy source of an “atomic pile” that powers a nearby “atomic radar” station. Soon
hundreds, if not thousands, of these thoughts have taken form by using atomic power as an energy
source. The monsters, invisible through most of the film, begin to kill some of the local residents. The
manner by which they kill is particularly instructive; they suck out their victims’ brains and spinal cords
through two puncture wounds at the base of the skull; one of the townsfolk describes them as “mental
vampires.” The invisible monsters increase the energy output from the pile, “feeding,” as it were, and
become visible: they are brains attached to spinal cords that they use to propel themselves like
inchworms. Under siege by thousands of these monsters, the military heroes of the film blow up the
pile’s control room, killing the faceless fiends.[36]
The symbolism of this movie is boldly condemning of even the knowledge of atomic energy: here the
monsters that threaten society are actually the thoughts of scientists (their physical form is that of
brains). These thoughts directly feed on atomic energy to exist, gain power, and kill. These thoughts are
given a destructive ability that is independent of the will of the scientist in whose head they originate.
The movie states simply: atomic-powered scientific thought is monstrous and evil. Our brains have
become our own worst enemies.
For alien invaders in fifties sci-fi films, radiation often functions as the marker of an access-point to the
earth. Alien invasions frequently set up home bases near atomic facilities. Often it is these same
facilities that are the targets of the invasion, the aliens somehow being desperate for new sources of
power or even desperate to kidnap atomic scientists for their prized and specialized knowledge.[37]
Whether it was atomic energy or weapons that gave these monsters or aliens authority to enter into our
world, then surely the Nevada desert was where they would enter. In Killers from Space (1954), alien
invaders have set up shop in caves beneath the Nevada Test Site and are feeding off of the energy
released by each bomb blast. They use this energy, and the energy from an attached atomic-power-
generating station, to grow gigantic bugs and animals, which they intend to set loose in order to take
over the planet. These aliens resurrect an atomic scientist (Peter Graves), whose plane they have
caused to crash immediately following an atomic test, because they are desperate to obtain his
knowledge about upcoming tests. Eventually, Graves destroys the aliens and their giant mutant army by
cutting the power flow from the atomic plant for ten seconds. This interruption causes the aliens’ base to
explode in a nuclear blast, complete with mushroom cloud (borrowed from film of the second 1946 Bikini
test).[38]
In This Island Earth (1955), nuclear scientists are again the targets of invading aliens; in this movie, the
invaders are in need of experts to help them refuel their dying planet. Targeted scientists are first
contacted by being sent the schematics to a sophisticated device that can communicate and transport
matter. Once the Earth scientists have constructed the device, the aliens begin to communicate with
them and enlist their help. In this instance, the natural technological curiosity of the nuclear scientists
provides an entry point to admit alien forces into this world.[39]
In futurist fiction, aliens who threaten to take over Earth because of their need for atomic power were
invited here because we had crossed the nuclear threshold. Rather than liberating us, our achievement
of this level of power has made us the target of intergalactic violence. Atomic power and weapons have
opened a doorway through which terrors from far-off worlds are given license to destroy us. These
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aliens were invariably portrayed as technologically more sophisticated extensions of ourselves: they,
too, relied on violence to achieve their goals.
All such conjectures seemed natural because by the mid-1950s, the Nevada desert had become a
mythic zone where supernatural events could be expected to happen. In The Amazing Colossal Man
(1957), a man who walked onto the Nevada Test Site as a “plutonium bomb” was being tested,
becomes a giant and then attacks Las Vegas.[40] In Attack of the 50-Foot Woman (1957), a woman is
turned into a giant by an alien whom she meets in the Nevada desert.[41] Many of these movies, like
Killers from Space, begin with a shot which pans across the desert landscape, always showing the
Joshua trees that had come to symbolize the test site. To Americans in theaters everywhere, the image
of a Joshua tree silhouetted in the Nevada desert had become a cultural marker announcing that the
supernatural was just around the corner.
Cold War Equivalency: Political Fallout in Popular Culture
Because of its unique characteristics and radical new dangers, nuclear icons played a fascinating part in
fueling a political critique of the Cold War that was expressed in the coded language of popular culture.
Science-fiction narratives, both in fiction and in film, pioneered this use of popular-culture texts as
effective tools for criticizing the Cold War, presenting ideas that could not be safely expressed in more
mainstream channels of culture and discourse.
One of the most subversive political perspectives subtly expressed through popular culture was the idea
that there was no difference between the United States and the Soviet Union: both could be seen as
belligerent superpowers. From this perspective, the bullying of smaller countries into bipolar “blocs” and
the commitment of the wealth of both societies to an endless arms race made the two opponents seem
to be almost interchangeable.
While scientists and politicians would have put themselves in danger had they openly articulated such a
critique, Americans accepted the idea when they found it expressed in the popular 1951 science-fiction
film, The Day the Earth Stood Still.[42] Often described as a Christian allegory, in which the peaceful
and Christ-like Klaatu (who takes the Earth name Mr. Carpenter) descends from the heavens to deliver
the new law of nonviolence to the barely mature earthlings, The Day the Earth Stood Still contained
radical messages folded into the very structure of the film’s narrative.[43] Klaatu sees only a brutish and
violent species; the differences so essential to Cold War bilateralism were absent when he looked at us.
In a telling scene, the chief of staff to the American president who visits Klaatu in the hospital after he is
wounded (Klaatu did favor the United States by landing in Washington, DC) asks the alien why he has
come to Earth. Klaatu explains that his message is for the leaders of all the nations of the world and
that they must gather the following day in order to receive it. The American shrugs: “I’m afraid that given
our present political situation, that is quite impossible.” He is, of course, referring to the tensions of the
Cold War, which in 1951 made an easily convened meeting of Stalin and Truman unthinkable. Klaatu
seemed mildly amused. “I do not care about your petty political squabbles,” he chides. To characterize
the Cold War as a petty political squabble in 1951 was a radical critique of the Cold War. Klaatu informs
the human race that those beings living on other planets had no interest in humans so long as they
remained technologically unsophisticated. But once they had developed nuclear weapons, and were
therefore a threat to other planets, they were now being included in an intergalactic peacekeeping
program in which giant robots would destroy any planet that continued to manufacture nuclear weapons.
Klaatu showed us that in a world armed with nuclear weapons, all people, regardless of nationality,
shared a single, common destiny.
The Day the Earth Stood Still expresses a leftist assessment of the Cold War, in which the violence of
human society is the enemy of all beings, Earthborn or not; but critiques of this sort were by no means
limited to the left. The 1952 B-movie Red Planet Mars expressed a right-of-center critique of the Cold
War that equally demonized both communism and capitalism, the Soviets and the Americans.[44] In
Red Planet Mars, an American scientist (the ubiquitous Peter Graves) receives radio signals from Mars;
these are intercepted as well by a corrupt Soviet scientist. The messages, at first aimed at the United
States, have the effect of completely undermining capitalism by suggesting that Mars is a planet of
abundant energy and food. Declaring that these technologies can easily be transferred to Earth, the
messages from Mars cause the bottom to drop out of the energy and food markets. The American
economy goes into a tailspin, and the film draws its audiences along with the suspicion that perhaps the
messages are coming from the evil Soviet scientist. Suddenly, the Soviet Union receives messages that
question the atheist nature of its society. These messages are phrased as though they were coming
directly from God. The effect on Soviet society is to cause the citizens to rise up against their
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Communist leaders and reestablish the Russian Orthodox Church. In the end, the Soviet scientist tries
to convince the American scientist that he was the source of all of the messages and that he hates both
societies. But as they all die together in the climactic final scene, a further message arrives, confirming
that God was the source of the emissions all along.
While both these films used Christianity as a vehicle for critiquing the Cold War, it is also important to
note that both used science fiction to articulate that opinion. Science fiction, with its inherent suspension
of the rules of the real world, allowed the audiences of these films to gain a perspective on the world of
the Cold War, one that they could not otherwise have easily found in mass culture. It allowed Americans
to step back and see their moment in history from a “big-picture” vantage point, recognizing problems in
which they had previously been too caught up to see clearly.
The early 1960s gave children a hint at the equivalence of the United States and the Soviet Union in the
comic strip “Spy Vs. Spy,” drawn by Antonio Prohias, that ran in Mad magazine. The black spy and the
white spy, an obvious reference to the dualism of the Cold War, were neither good nor bad. They were
interchangeable. They were equivalent.[45]
The notion that the United States and the Soviet Union were equivalent expressed the belief that it was
the will toward violence that was the real enemy. But while social scientists debated the ways to
understand and eradicate this human capacity, popular culture drew it out to its logical conclusions, so
that the characteristic itself could be instructive to the viewer without the attendant violence of the
actions.[46] In this manner, popular culture was able to criticize the pathologies of nuclear war without
feeling compelled to transform them. Similarly, much of the science fiction of the early Cold War period
that is set in the distant future portrayed Earth as a unified planet with a single government,
accomplishing in fiction what seemed impossible to accomplish politically.[47]
Critiques of the Cold War were not exclusive to science-fiction texts; they were also found in literature
expressing antinuclear-weapon and leftist sentiments, but science fiction movies and novels had the
unique ability to reach a far larger audience of people across a much broader spectrum of society,
including teens and children.[48] With the advent of nuclear weaponry, science fiction had come to play
an essential and informing role in American political culture.
Conclusion
Radiation was a revolutionary concept to most Americans when they first became aware of the clouds
blowing over their heads from Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Popular culture in a nuclear age provided a
glimpse behind the veil of the atomic future: an Alice in Wonderland venture beyond the present reality
and into the radioactive landscape. Radiation became a favorite plot element in popular-culture texts
that embodied the complex contradictions of the atomic age. In plot or setting, radiation legitimized
breaks in normality. This talismanic quality, of separating normal from supernatural space or time,
expressed both aspects of radiation’s physical nature (the invisible ability to transmute one element to
another, the ability to affect action at a distance), and aspects of its effect on society (marking a
potential end time or a golden era of peace and plenty). As nuclear-weapons tests moved underground
in 1963, so too did the heightened public awareness of radiation, and it became less frequently invoked
in popular culture. But just like that cloud Scott Thomas rose to consider from the deck of his boat in
The Incredible Shrinking Man, the actual dangers were not really gone, just once again imperceptible to
the senses.[49]
It was a uniquely postmodern world that unfolded every day; at the same time that fallout was killing the
sheep of downwind ranchers in Nevada and Utah by the thousands, moviegoers across America could
watch aliens, intent on destroying humanity, breeding and raising hordes of giant bugs and reptiles
underneath the Nevada desert.[50] Wearing 3-D glasses and striding boldly into the future, Americans
seemed as ready to explore this land of tomorrow as they had been to fund its creation with their tax
dollars. As Americans got into their cars and headed westward to take the kids to Disneyland,
radioactive clouds left Nevada and drifted eastward, seeding the future with monsters and mutants and
mystery.
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